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About This Game

Build your Firebase

Defend it at all costs

Get home alive (Optional)

Firebase Defence is a n 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Solidware Studios
Publisher:
Solidware Studios
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019
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Not a bad game over all except units get stuck off screen and sometimes in barriers and you cant shoot them meaning the entire
level has to be redone. This needs to be fixed before I could recommend.. Fun little game, can be quite challenging at times too.
It's a little rough around the edges (mostly quality of life things), but the gameplay works fine. With 6 increasingly difficult
missions (Each lasting roughly 30 minutes assuming you beat them on your first try) you'll have 3 hours of entertainment ontop
of endless mode which is worth the price tag for me. If you're the kind of person who likes playing defensively in RTS games
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then this is definitely for you.. Great fun! They are still adding many features so i feel like this is like a new game.. Difficulty
ramps up to fast. I play for fun not to be punished.. Great game!. Great idea behind the game! Its fun and challenging. Also the
developer is good at fixing bugs as they are being mentioned.. Fun game about defending your base, and it has its own twist on it
aswell. Really enjoyed it alot, would recommend if your tired of your usual "Tower'ish" defend games. Devs are also good at
making improvements and listening to feedback.. Not a bad game over all except units get stuck off screen and sometimes in
barriers and you cant shoot them meaning the entire level has to be redone. This needs to be fixed before I could recommend..
Great game!. Fun game about defending your base, and it has its own twist on it aswell. Really enjoyed it alot, would
recommend if your tired of your usual "Tower'ish" defend games. Devs are also good at making improvements and listening to
feedback.

Major update - Mastery of Time (Version 1.1) : We are very happy to let you know that Firebase Defence has now been
updated! This major update, adds a time control feature, gameplay improvements and bug fixes.. Firebase Defence has been
updated! (Version 1.0.5) : We are happy to let you know that Firebase Defence has now been updated.. Firebase Defence gets
release date! : We are very happy to announce the release date of Firebase Defence. The game is going to be released on the 7
January 2019.. FIREBASE DEFENCE IS NOW RELEASED ON STEAM! : We are very happy (and a bit nervous) to show
Firebase Defence to you all - We really hope you like it! If you encounter any issues or problems, please let us know, and we
will try to fix them as fast as possible.. Hotfix - Version 1.0.1 : Hotfix - Soldiers not hitting attack-dogs
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